
TADBIK RFID IN-MOLD LABEL



•  Unique ID per item
•  Label becomes an integral part of the plastic product

•  Outstanding print quality on top layer including barcode and logo

•  Read numerous items simultaneously from a distance
•  Smart and efficient supply chain and stock management
•  Rewritable data- the RFID chip includes different sizes of rewritable memory

TADBIK RFID IN-MOLD LABEL

FEATURES

About RFID:

RFID is a technology that uses radio signals 
for the automatic identification and the 
tracking of objects. The RFID tag cannot be 
duplicated, providing a unique ID per item 
and allows more accurate tracking and 
inventory management.

About IML:  

IML is a method allowing the integration of 
a label into the product during plastic 
injection molding. The label is especially 
designed to withstand high temperature 
and pressure during the molding process. 
The RFID IML comes with an option of 
printed logo/barcode on the top layer.

High quality 
printing 

TADBIK RFID IN-MOLD LABEL

Fast and secure 
idntification

Label cannot be 
removed 

Increase 
efficiency 

Smart asset 
tracking 

Battery free 
RFID chip

Integrating RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) with IML (In Mold label) enables 
plastic products to be uniquely and permanently identified, tracked and traced 
throughout the entire lifespan of the plastic product. 

Tadbik's RFID in-mold label is a new and exciting solution to track and trace plastic items 
such as pallets, carrying crates and containers of all shapes and sizes. The RFID label 
becomes an integral component of the plastic item. 

With RFID in-mold label, your product can store the information you choose from the 
moment it leaves the production line.

RFID IML Advantages: 



For more information, please contact us at:

RFID@tadbik.com  

www.tadbik.com/RFID

TADBIK Baltimore 4 St., Petach Tikva, Israel 

ABOUT TADBIK

Tadbik is a world leader of advanced flexible packaging, labels, RFID and packaging decoration 
solutions. With state of the art production facilities and highly skilled in-house design and 
engineering teams, we thrive on transforming great new concepts into highly attractive products.




